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Abstract. The grid resource management research has achieved several advances
in last years. The interoperability among different grid systems, Service Level
Agreements and job self scheduling are some of the current researchtopics. In
this paper we present the new design and implementation of the eNANOS Grid
Resource Broker that we have developed to support these approaches. In particu-
lar, the new design is based on services and XML schemas, and it is built on top
of Globus Toolkit 4. Furthermore, we address the problem of the grid interoper-
ability; first with our approach based on agreements, and afterwards we present
our efforts on integrating the grid interoperability support into eNANOS within
the LA Grid framework.
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1 Introduction

In the recent years a lot of efforts have been devoted in the research of grid resource
management. In 2005 we presented the eNANOS Grid Resource Broker [11] that im-
plemented interaction mechanisms with both the low-level support for High Perfor-
mance Computing (HPC) systems [13], and the support for different Globus versions. It
was built on top of Globus Toolkit 3 (GT3) infrastructure when GT3 and Open Grid Ser-
vices Architecture (OGSA) were incoming approaches. The eNANOS Grid Resource
Broker was fully exploited in the HPC-Europa project [15]. Meanwhile, several ap-
proaches concerning grid resource brokers have been developed in different contexts
with different objectives. A complete and summarized taxonomy of the most important
brokering approaches was presented in [5].

Currently, new paradigms have appeared such as the interoperability between grid
systems, the job self scheduling or the Service Level Agreements. The required tasks
to support interoperability among different brokers are many. Some of these tasks are
cited in [12], including the relationship and capability management of grid brokers,
job lifecycle management, resource capability, usage management, and so on. Different
architectures have been proposed for grid interoperable systems, including HPC-Europa
SPA [15], Gridway [4], Koala [8] and the OGF Grid Scheduling Architecture Research
Group (GSA-RG) [10].
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We started extending our framework to support these new functionalities. However,
since eNANOS was built on top of GT3 that has become obsolete and unsupported, we
decided to redesign the eNANOS framework and implement it ontop of the Globus
Toolkit 4 (GT4) infrastructure because GT4 is well- supported, and it is based on the
Web Service Resource Framework (WSRF). Moreover, WSRF provides us a very good
framework for a new component-based implementation using web services and its own
persistency mechanism. We believe this framework will provide us the possibility to
research in the current and incoming research topics such asthe grid interoperability.

In this paper we present the new design and implementation ofthe eNANOS Grid
Resource Broker. The main new design requirements are the modularity, extensibility,
and service-based architecture. Since we are mainly focused on grid interoperability,
we also present our first approach based on agreements, and afterwards we present our
efforts on integrating the grid interoperability support in the eNANOS project within
the LA Grid framework.

In section 2 we present some related work. In section 3 we present the new archi-
tecture and implementation of the broker. In section 4 we discuss our approach on grid
interoperability and in section 5 the integration of eNANOSinto the LA Grid frame-
work. Finally, in section 6, we conclude the paper and present our future work.

2 Related Work

The need for interoperability among different grid systemsin different domains was
studied previously, and some projects have addressed this topic such as GRIP [3] and
HPC-Europa SPA [15]. Lately, some initiatives have been started working on grid in-
teroperability following similar objectives but in different directions. Gridway has in-
corporated the support for multiple grids in the last release. Its architecture consists
of different categories, described in [4]. In the multiple meta-scheduler layers, Gridway
instances can communicate and interact through called gridgateways, which can access
resources belonging to different domains. The basic idea isto forward user requests to
another domain when the current one is overloaded. Gridway is based on Globus, and
they are experimenting with GT4 and gLite 3.

The Koala grid scheduler is another initiative, which is focused on data and pro-
cessor co-allocation [8]. It was designed to work on DAS-2 multi-cluster and lately
on DAS-3 and Grid5000. To inter-connect these different grid domains, they use inter-
broker communication between different koala instances. Their policy is to use a remote
domain only if the local one is saturated. They use delegatedmatchmaking where Koala
instances delegate resource information using a P2P manner.

The GSA-RG of Open Grid Forum (OGF) [10] is currently workingon enabling
the grid scheduler interaction. They are working to define a common protocol and inter-
face among schedulers enabling inter-grid resource usage,using standard tools (JSDL,
OGSA, WS-Agreement). However, the group is paying more attention to agreements.
In [14], they propose using WS-Agreement to make negotiations and perform interac-
tion. They proposed the Scheduling Description Language (SDL) to allow specification
of scheduling policies based on broker scheduling objectives (such as time constraints,
job dependencies, scheduling objectives, preferences, etc.).
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3 The New Design and Implementation

The key point of the new broker is its design based on serviceson top of GT4 and XML
schemas. We have chosen GT4 instead of regular web services because it incorporates
a persistency mechanism (Resource Properties), it is well-supported and stable. More-
over, WSRF provides us a very good framework to achieve some design requirements:
modularity, extensibility, component-based, and easy deployment.

Our design objective is to provide a framework to deploy plug-ins on run-time that
implements the required functionalities of the grid system. However, in our first imple-
mentation we keep the essence and mechanisms of the previouseNANOS Grid broker;
for example the low-level support [13] or the scheduling performed in phases [11].

The overall architecture of the new eNANOS Broker version ispresented in Figure
1. The core of the broker is composed by a set of services that can be deployed po-
tentially in any machine with a GT4 container. The plug-ins are also implemented as
GT4 services and provide access to the middleware or to external services. Since each
core service is able to use different plug-ins at the same time, the broker can use dif-
ferent middleware or different middleware versions simultaneously. For example, the
“Dispatching” Service can support different Globus versions or even Unicore, but it
depends on the broker configuration and the plug-ins implementation.

Fig. 1: Overall architecture of the new eNANOS Grid Broker

The “Broker Service” is the unique point of access to broker services and imple-
ments itself the full broker API. The rest of the services provides access to the plug-
ins implementation through abstract services, and implement some logic depending of
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the service purpose. For example, the“Scheduling Service”collects queued jobs from
the“Information Service”, available resources from the“Resource Discovery Service”,
and it invokes theevaluatemethod of a specific policy plug-in through an abstract policy
service. The“Resource Discovery Service”is responsible for obtaining the resources
that are under the broker domain. For describing the resources we use a XML schema
which is a subset of the Globus MDS (Monitoring and Discovering System) schema. In
the current implementation we have a plug-in for Globus MDS and another one, called
custom plug-in, that return a manually configured set of resources. This second plug-in
is very useful for evaluating scheduling policies in a virtual scenario. The“Informa-
tion Service”stores the information concerning the broker elements, such as jobs. It is
able to provide both current and historical information. The first and simple plug-in was
implemented using GT4 resource properties, but a powerful one based on postgreSQL
database technology is under development. The“Security Service”manages the user
credentials. In the current implementation we use X.509 proxy certificates and a plug-in
based on Myproxy Server technology to store and to manage them. The“Scheduling
Service” performs the scheduling of the queued jobs into the available resources. Af-
ter collecting jobs and resources information, it invokes apolicy plug-in through an
abstract policy service. This mechanism allows including new scheduling policies just
implementing a new plug-in and updating the broker configuration. Finally, the“Dis-
patching Service”is responsible for dispatching the job on a resource using a specific
middleware. In the current implementation the monitoring mechanisms has been im-
plemented as part of this service but we are working on a separate monitoring service.
Other minor services are not shown in Figure 1 such as the“JobIdFactory Service”that
provides unique Job IDs.

Since the presented design is very modular and decoupled, wecan distribute the bro-
ker services into different machines and deploy them dynamically updating the services
address (URI) in the broker configuration. For deploying a new service it only requires
to follow the API of the specific service or plug-in, with no need to know the broker
internals. For example, in the“Scheduling Service”we are able to get the available
resources just with the address of the“Resource Discovery Service”and its API. From
the point of view of the client side, the“Broker Service” is the unique point of access
to the broker functionalities. It implements an API that canbe used by different kind of
clients such as web portals, user applications or command-line. For describing the jobs
we use Job Submission Description Language (JSDL) with the POSIX extension [1].

As is shown in Figure 1, we also provide to the user the broker properties expressed
in Broker Properties Description Language (BPDL) [7] [6], which provides a powerful
schema to specify broker capabilities. Moreover, when different brokers are available
in a grid system this information can be useful for selectingthe most appropriate one.
As well as providing a subset of the BPDL schema as monitoringinformation, we
have defined a schema with the attributes that defines the configuration files of the
broker. Basically, this schema includes the address and details of the broker services and
plug-ins, and some other additional information. Moreover, we have defined schemas
for describing jobs, resources, user configuration, and filters for querying jobs. These
schemas are completely extensible for future functionalities or upgrades.
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4 Interoperability Support

One of the main motivations of grid interoperability is to enlarge the grid domains using
the resources and services of other grid domains, increasing, for example, the compu-
tational power or the total storage space. For the interoperability support, in our first
approach we use the concept of agreement at the grid domain represented by a broker.
The idea is obtaining the available resources from different brokers (potentially from
different VOs) during the resource selection phase. If the most appropriate resource to
submit a job is managed by another broker, we forward this jobto this other broker. Fig-
ure 2 shows an example in which a set of brokers have established agreements between
them.

Fig. 2: Scenario example of broker aggreements

Considering that one broker (B) manages theR set of resources, and another broker
(B ′) manages theR ′ set of resources,B andB ′ can share their resources if they have
an agreement between them. We define:

Agreement(B ,B ′) = true⇒ B andB ′ share their resources

We assume that the agreements between brokers can be established indirectly. Thus,
since two brokers with no direct agreement may share their resources, we use a con-
fidence level when establishing agreements. In figure 2 we give a confidence level to
each agreement, for example, betweenB0 andB1 the confidence level is 6. We consider
that two brokers can share resources when they have a direct or an indirect agreement
and the confidence level is greater than a given threshold (e.g. 5 in a scale from 1 to 10
like in the example of figure 2). Then, we define this property as follows:

i f Agreement(B ,B ′) = true ∧ Agreement(B ′,B ′′) = true :

Agreement(B ,B ′′) = true ⇔ Con f idencelevel(B ,B ′) > threshold
∧ Con f idencelevel(B ′,B ′′) > threshold
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For scalability and efficiency reasons we limit the number ofindirect agreements be-
tween brokers. In particular, we scale the confidence level to the number of total agree-
ment transitions between the brokers. Using this mechanismwe reduce the resource
domain obtained by agreements and we avoid cycles, because cycles in the agreements
are very difficult to be managed in a real scenario.

i f Agreement(B0,B1) = true ∧ . . .∧ Agreement(Bn−1,Bn) = true

Agreement(B0,Bn) = true ⇔
Con f idencelevel(B0,B1)

n > threshold

∧ . . .∧
Con f idencelevel(Bn−1,Bn)

n > threshold

The previous expression means that theB0 Broker considers that can use theBn

Broker resources. Taking the example of Figure 2 and considering a threshold of 4,
B0 shares resources withB1, B1 shares resources with the rest of brokers,B2 shares
resources withB1 andB3,B3 shares resources withB1 andB2, andB4 shares resources
with B1.

Given the previous definitions, we consider that the typicalscheduling process per-
formed by a grid broker is divided into two phases: the job selection following a par-
ticular policy (e.g. FCFS, backfilling, etc.), and the resource selection depending on the
job requirements. The typical resource selection performed by theB grid broker for a
given job can be defined as follows.

Resources(B) = R ⇔ ∀r ∈ R : r is managed by brokerB
ResourceSelection(in job, in Resources(B)) → out resource

With the notion of agreements we can redefine the resource selection as follows:

Resources′(B) = R ⇔ ∀r ∈ R :
r is managed by brokerB ∨ (r is managed by brokerB ′∧Agreement(B ,B ′) = true)

ResourceSelection′(in job, in Resources′(B)) → out resource

The resource selection selects the best resource followinga particular policy. If the
selected resourcer /∈ Resources(B) ∧ r ∈ Resources(B ′), the job is forwarded to the
B ′ Broker that manages the resourcer.
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For subsequent operations (e.g. canceling jobs or getting job status), we will for-
ward the operations to the appropriate broker through a common interface. The imple-
mentation of a real interoperable grid system also requiresother mechanisms such as a
common resource model to exchange information between brokers, and an accounting
mechanism when sharing resources.

5 Integration into LA Grid Project

Latin American Grid initiative (LA Grid, pronounced lah grid, [9]) is a multifaceted in-
ternational academic and industry partnership designed topromote research, education
and workforce development collaborations with major institutions in the United States,
Mexico, Argentina, Spain, and other locations around the world. The meta-scheduling
project in LA Grid aims to support grid applications with resources located and man-
aged in different domains, spanned over a grid computing cyber infrastructure. This
project addresses the architecture, design, implementation and deployment issues re-
lated to grid interoperability scheduling.

LA Grid meta-scheduling approach is very similar to our approach based on agree-
ments. In LA Grid each domain is in charge of the resource publication and manage-
ment in a Peer-To-Peer (P2P) fashion using the LA Grid meta-scheduler protocol [2].
Moreover, a set of interfaces and protocols have been definedfor the interoperation.
For establishing connection between two brokers, LA Grid uses a producer-consumer
pattern; however, any broker can concurrently act in both roles on a single connection.
Furthermore, a negotiation protocol is follow during the connection phase. Since in any
reasonable sized grid the resource expression and exchangeis a scalability issue, LA
Grid uses an aggregated form of resource information exchanged among brokers (e.g.,
ProcType=(Intel,<count=5>) or FreeMem=(200-1500,<count=2>, <total=6000>)).
The different institutions involved in LA Grid are able to interoperate with one another
and submit jobs using JSDL.

Our implementation in LA Grid is based on the eNANOS version that is presented in
this paper. The extended architecture of eNANOS is shown in figure 3 with the LA Grid
extensions in dark shading. The extensions include a new service called“LA Grid Ser-
vice” which is also a GT4 service. Since other LA Grid brokers have implemented the
protocols using regular web services, eNANOS extensions have been implemented as a
set of Axis2 services to avoid incompatibility problems with GT4 services. Some of the
compatibility problems include the SOAP message formats and data types. The Axis2
services implemented on the server side acts as a wrapper to support re-directing calls
to GT4 and performing data transformations when necessary.To support interactions
between the eNANOS and other LA Grid brokers, we implement a set of regular web
services for the APIs as the client interface. Moreover, in order to integrate eNANOS
into LA Grid infrastructure we had to perform some modifications in the broker inter-
nals. In particular, we have updated the submission interface to support new parameters
(such as the connection ID or the notification End-Point Reference), the job schema to
manage forwarded jobs, the monitoring functionality to notify job changes to LA Grid
infrastructure.
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Significant modifications in the scheduling service are necessary to implement the
scheduling policies based on aggregated resource information and to allow job forward-
ing. Thus, we implement a separate scheduling service for LAGrid because the changes
are structural upgrades that break the consistency with other existing services. More-
over, we implement a scheduling policy for LA Grid using a newscheduling policy
plug-in called“ LAGridPolicyService”. Since both services and plug-ins are imple-
mented as modules with abstract interfaces, the upgrading of the broker was done by
defining those new services and updating the configuration file. Moreover, we have
implemented a new scheduling policy plug-in called“BestBrokerRank”policy. This
policy selects the best broker to submit a job given a set of aggregated resource in-
formation. In case that the job is under the eNANOS domain, the policy returns the
resource to execute the job and otherwise, it returns the broker to forward the job.

Fig. 3: Overall architecture the eNANOS grid broker with LA Grid extensions

Leveraging the default persistency mechanism of GT4, the data relevant to LA Grid
functions is stored using the GT4 Resource Properties. The data to be stored include
broker connections and resource information from other domains. We implemented a
new set of resource management functions to support resource information exchange
between partnering brokers. After obtaining the resource information within the do-
main, we create the aggregated form of resource informationusing the main attributes
of resources and clustering the data by CPU and OS types.
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In addition to receiving jobs routed from other LA Grid brokers through theJob
ManagementAPI, the eNANOS broker can receive job submissions and otherrequests
from regular users through the eNANOS clients that may be a command-line or a Java
API (which can be used, for example, by a web portal or an external application), as
shown at the top of figure 3. To allow eNANOS services to managethe LA Grid for-
warded jobs, we modified the job schema used in eNANOS. In particular, we added
a new element that contains a set of LA Grid information, and anew job status value
(FORWARDED) for the jobs that have been forwarded to or from another broker do-
main. The extension of the schema was done through the XML schema type of figure 4,
whereConnIDis the connection ID, theOriginatorEPRis the end-point reference of the
forwarding broker or the broker that has to receive notifications, and the jobrealStatus
is the job status from a real execution environment.

Fig. 4: Extended job schema of eNANOS

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we have presented the new design and implementation of the eNANOS
Grid Resource Broker which is based on services and built on top of GT4. We also have
discussed the grid interoperability problem as a one of the current research topics on
grid resource management. Moreover, we have presented how we have addressed the
problem of the grid interoperability: first with our approach based on agreements, and
afterwards within the LA Grid framework.

Currently we are mainly focused on improving some broker details, developing new
plug-ins, and incorporating new functionalities. The overall structure and mechanisms
of the new eNANOS Grid broker are fully implemented but we need to work deeply
in some services details, such as the implementation of the “Information Service” per-
sistency through a PostgreSQL database which is under development. We also plan to
implement a new “Cache Service” to improve the performance of the Resource Discov-
ery functionality, and to update some logics depending on the system evaluation during
the refinement process.
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Concerning the grid interoperability support in eNANOS, weplan to continue the
implementation of the LA Grid infrastructure and to continue our collaboration with
STAKI [7] regarding the broker properties description language. In particular, we will
research and implement policies for the selection of the most appropriate broker for a
given job, depending on its resource requirements and the broker properties.
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